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NEW VERY POWERFUL FREQUENCY! (To read AMAZING REPORTS on this frequency, just scroll

down to the bottom of this text screen.) =============================================

NEVER RELEASED BEFORE PUBLICLY PRIOR TO AUGUST 30TH - 2010

============================================= Arguably the MOST rigorously tested

frequency track out of the ENTIRE FINANCIAL VITALITY SERIES, found here ;

soundofstars.org/financialvitality.htm BUT NOTE, THIS TRACK WAS NOT INCLUDED PRIOR IN THE

ABOVE LINK I kept this one private till now for a number of reasons, I'll explain a little bit of why. As many

know the Financial Vitality Series is currently an ongoing work in progress. My hope and intention is that

this kit will serve as one of our most powerful and well loved sets, so Im taking even far more care and

effort with design and testing than my normally dedicated approach. The new frequency called (PART 2

of) ; "BALANCE and CLARITY Part 2.mp3" PRIVATELY, I tested this track both on myself and provided it

to a small number of volunteers who agreed to give it a good solid testing. Total man hours cumulatively

is about six months now altogether ; I have been testing this one on a regular basis for about three

months straight, a friend of mine Doug who has a variant form of ALS, Lymes has been likewise using it

both via the audio playback mode AND electrode application for over two months - often @ 8 hours per

day! All of you have read his report with stunning results posted previously online of the enormous benefit

this has had on his physiology alone.... (see previous posted report from Doug). A number of other

members and users have likewise put in the remainder of testing and with similiar conclusions. This track

is a winner all around and it is now part of my normal daily regimen.... Most of you will FEEL this one

within the first three minutes or less EASILY...... I've been using this one via both audio playback ( I LOVE

how this sounds, its incredible and Im totally impressed one of my absolute best pieces of ALL time!)

AND I have been also using this via electrode plate delivery as well as SLB and again with absolutely

fantastic results! For those of you experiencing any kind of stress, nerve tremors, 'dis - ease ', I'm

REALLY looking forward to hearing back from you and excited to hear of your adventures with this one!

Enjoy my friends and warm regards! PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE, once you've purchased this one, don't

http://www.dlfiles24.com/get.php?prd=106660215


just go off and disappear into your own little happy bubble of bliss space and forget about everything else

- DO make the effort to resurface from your "fantasy made real" and come back and TELL us what you

are experiencing! Joyous and Warm Regards to All ! ------------------------------ Doc Starz Very Powerful -

From the Financial Vitality Frequency Collection PHENOMENON REPORTED - DRAMATIC AND

STUNNING RESULTS ! Note, an old dear friend, a fellow member of ours, has been wrestling with a

chronic and challenging health issue. Recently he has made shocking and enormous breakthroughs

towards recovery as he implements our new and exotic frequencies, primarily ;

tradebit.com/filedetail.php/97441247-balance-and-clarity--financial-vitality-mp3 Now note, this frequency

track is part of the Financial Vitality series... so why the heck is it affecting health to such a degree?

Simple, because its COMPREHENSIVE, "BALANCE AND CLARITY", from the tips of your toes to the top

of your head and through and through.... You'll LOVE reading his amazing accounts below, most of his

following messages are in chronological order, newest and most recent messages first followed by older

ones, except for his first post listed below, that was what started it all, check it out intrepid reader and

enjoy the ride! See below ; ........................ From: "Douglas B." To: "Doc Stars" Doc Doc

Doc............................ Holy crap man.................   Its  is the strongest most crazy ass frequency you have

ever made, this is what happened went to bed at 11:45p.m. In first 5 minutes my feet were really hot next

I got a headache pretty sharp then it went away next my lower intestine started to light up like it was

under a spot light I was very aware of it, slight tingling next the sensation moved up to my stomach same

thing next another big headache lasting 10 minutes next the sensation moved to my heart this kinda

freaked me out meanwhile I'm getting so hot I had to pull the covers off, sweaty like a mouse next a

sense of mild panic, short of breath unable to sleep, JITTERY after 1.5 hours I turned off the frequency I

had a restless sleep really restless still short of breath and a huge headache headache stopped around 6

a.m. and I got some good sleep after this let me know what you think of this whatever it is it sure was

powerful D. --- On Sat, 6/26/10, Douglas B. wrote: From: Douglas B. Subject: To: "Doc Stars" Received:

Saturday, June 26, 2010, 10:44 PM Dear Doc, I have a pile of stuff that never gets moved. Everything is

priority and I finally sitting down to get to it and you are on the top of my list. Last night we went for a

dinner with friends, they were talking about a roller coaster ride in Las Vegas and when you cannot see in

front of you the ride dips down sharply. They were all beside themselves and don't think they enjoyed it

that much. The last three weeks have been that ride for me. Life is totally crazy as you will know it's like



we are in a tunnel and life goes which ever way it wants. Three nights ago I experienced no sensation

from the frequencies figured that the socks were dirty with aloe vera wash them and still no sensation so I

guess I am used to them now. I'm sleeping very well throughout the night and am clocking about 8 hours

with frequencies . ............................................... (NOTE: Doug was very sensitive to the frequencies when

he first began, we discussed having him go for only a short session and at very low volume - for a number

of weeks until his body acclimated. I speculated that after this, his body would attentuate and allow for

him to increase both exposure duration and volume over time, also we anticipated that in the beginning

he might have mild to medium herxheimer effects. I shared these thoughts with Doug, it turns out I was

correct on all points. After a number of weeks his body calmed down to the point he could barely feel any

tingling on the electrode plate wet gels in the electro socks he was using to deliver the frequencies

silently, (which is what we wanted in this case) thereupon he was able to increase his regimen and as he

reports started making even more stunning progress! ) ............................................... Sensation

experienced ; headache persisted for many many nights began on right side of head and sometimes

moved to the top and last four were located centrally at the back but lessened over time. I told you about

the clutching grabbing sensation in my gut. It was as if energy was tried to bridge a gap. One night I woke

up seeing everything in navy blue with close tight bubbles everywhere. Also had very warm feet and

elevated body temperature during the frequencies. Coincidentally I felt the same warm feet with Dr.

Champion. Neck strength is better, blood vessels are showing more, voice often stronger. Scio more

effective than before. I wish I was in better contact with you. Big hug Doug =========== --- On Sun,

5/30/10, Douglas B. wrote: From: Douglas B. Subject: To: "Doc Stars" Received: Sunday, May 30, 2010,

2:14 AM buddy buddy buddy after the first night I've told you about, the wimp in me said take night off,

you need the sleep but the knight said damn the torpidos and it was a night of progress night 2: approx. 6

hours primer 2 volume 10 good sound sleep sunburned feeling right scalp right cheek right ear headache

right side night 3: approx. 3 hours primer 2 volume 25 volume too high very uncomfortable sleep had to

stop very uncomfortable headache lasted for hours no sensation to speak of night 4 : approx. 3 hours

primer 2 volume 40 FOR 30 MINUTES then 25 too much too fast had to stop trouble sleeping no

sensations except for big headache lasting well into the morning do you want me to add all the other

frequencies? Big hug D. =============
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